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Introduct,ion: Understanding t,he wavelength depwdmce of the gain in seniic:onduc,t.oroptical amplifiers
(SOAs) operated in saturation is critical f x wavelength conversion via four wave mixiiig [4] and cross gain
modillation [ 2 ] . As an optical signal propagates through t>licamplifier and the ga.in satui-ates,the wavelength
dependence of the material gain wili change. In saturation, the local gain depends on local carrier density,
local wavelength dependence of t,he gain peak aid wavelmgth dependence of the saturation power.
In this paper, we show that the distortion of tlic aniplifier gain such as gain flattening with respect to
wavelength, can be accounted for by t,reating the amplifier as cascaded optical filters with gain. The gain
shape of e x h filter section is calculated t)ased on the output power of the previous scction and the local
carrier density, wavelength dependent gain peak loc;ation and wavelength dependent, saturation power.

Gain filter s e c t i o n model: In this model, we numerically compute the carrier density from the steady
state rate equation for each section, thereby retaining all wavelength dependencies. Wc. allow cubic dependence of the material gain on the wavelength and cimicr dependence on the recom1)ination lifetime. This
approach differs from models that assume that the inaf.erial gain is linear in carrier dcnsity and the effective
carrier lifetime is independent of the carrier density [I].
We divide the amplifier into n power gain sections, where the local wavelength dependent gain of each
section is dependent on the local carrier density and the optical power input to that. section. The gain for
the it” section is
G, (A) = (N.( ) ; A ) A L ,
(1)
where 9% is the material gain, A L the section length and P, the input power to the i‘.hsection. The overall
amplifier gain is a cascade of these wavelength dependent, power gain elements and is given by

We model cubic wavelength dependence of thc rnat,c:rial gain [3] and the peak wavelength as a linear
function of t,he carrier density
= a (Ni- NO) - ~i (1- Xp(Ni))’
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where A0 is tlic peak wavelength at transparency, b t.hc: linear gain peak shift parameter, y,,-y2 are empirical
constants, No is the carrier density a t transparency: U the linear gain coefficient and A, the peak wavelength
of the current section.
The steady state carrier rate is calculated by numerically solving

with injection current I , non-radiative recombination coefficient A, spontaneous recombination coefficient
B , Auger recombination coaZicient C and effective area A.

Results: The computed power gain profile G;(A) for each of t,en sections is shown in figure 1(a). The total
amplifier gain is the product of these gain profiles. These results show that the front end of the amplifier
enhances t-lie signals at the peak wavelength. Towards the end of the amplifier, the gain sections flatten out
at longer wavelengths and equalize wavelengths that were initially at the input gain peak. This flattening
is due t o wavelength dependent gain saturation, wliirh pulls the gain peak towards longer wavelengths and
saturates l.lic shorter wavelengths.
The final amplifier gain and the gain profile evolution inside the amplifier is shown in figure 1(b). At the
crid of 1 . h ~amplifier, the gain starts to flatten out. and 1 . 1 1 ~width of the flat area increases. This effect can
be dcscri1ic:d by th(? flat,tening of the product of t,hc gain sections.
Figurc: 2 shows t,he impor1,ance of including wavc:lt:iig:f.ti tlcpendent gain and carrier 1ate dependent, carrier
lifetimr in {,lierate equation (5). The dashed curv(’s arc solutions using the carrier rat,e equation without
wavelc!iig(.li tle~i(:ridc~it
gain arid carrier rate dcp(:nd(!~it carrier life time. In figure 2 (a), fox an increase in
in,jecl,ion (.iirrcnt, the ti;tshed CIII’VOS show a gaiii i w a k slrifi of up to 150nm, bill, thc: c:orrc:ct gain peak shift
is ctnly 701ini. For tlic: s a t u r a t d (:itst:, figrirc 2 (I)). i i o ~t n i l v is the gaiii pciik sliiff for 1 t o 1 , l i inodt4s difft~ent,
but, 1 . 1 1 ~s 1 i ; i ~ t to~f t.he gaiii curwis c,lia~igc:s.
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Figure 1: (a) Section gain and (b) total amplifier gain as a function of wavelength in the amplifier
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Figure 2: Gain as a function of wavelength in an semiconductor optical amplifier for (a) unsaturated case, (b)
saturated case for normalized bias current 10, 1.510, 210 and 2.510. Dashed curves do not account for wavelength
dependency of the gain and carrier rate dependent lifetime in the carrier rate equation.

Conclusions: To accurately model SOAs in saturation, it is important to retain all wavelength dependencies. Modeling the amplifier as a system of cascaded optical filters lends insight into the gain falttening
mechanisms in saturation.
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